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Abstract

The present paper focuses on the description of some subjective psychoacoustic evalua-
tion of some chosen audio coding technologies by a set of psychometric methods. Key parts 
for the test implementation are the suitable selection of critical signals, testing methodologies 
and listeners in order to perform an effective test. Based on theoretical and experimental 
issues from psychoacoustics, the author tries to design and implement a set of tests, which 
output can be interpreted as the Quality of Service of a given compression algorithm. Three 
psychometric methods are applied. The Constant method, the pair comparison, and DBTS 
(Double-Blind Triple-Stimulus with hidden reference) method, recommended by the ITU-BS 
1117. Results should then, in a further step, be processed statistically.
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Resumen

El presente trabajo se enfoca en la evaluación psicoacústica subjetiva de algunas 
tecnologías de codificación de audio con un conjunto de métodos psicométricos. Las 
partes clave de la implementación de los pruebas son la selección adecuada de señales 
críticas, metodologías de evaluación y personas-escucha, para poder realizar un test 
efectivo. Basado en claves teoréticas y experimentales de la psicoacústica, el autor 
diseña una serie de pruebas, cuyo resultado puede ser interpretado como la Calidad de 
Servicio del algoritmo de compresión dado. Tres métodos psicométricos son aplicados. 
El método Constante, comparación por pares, y el DBTS (Double-Blind Triple-Stimulus 
with hidden reference), recomendado por el ITU-BS 1117 [1]. Los resultados son pro-
cesados estadísticamente. 

Palabras clave 

Psicoacústica, Tecnologías de codificación de audio, Psicometría, Codificadores per-
ceptuales, Señales de audio.

1. Introduction

Compression algorithms are nowadays widely spread and preferred, because of their 
ability to compress a PCM signal (from an audio CD, SACD, DVD…) to a factor of even 
1:10, making bandwidth saving possible when broadcasting and storaging. Since 1987, 
when the Fraunhoffer Institute released the known MPEG-1 Layer III standard (MP3) 
[2], a huge number of algorithms and formats became available having conceptually 
the same principle as MP3, but introducing new techniques for the effective bit saving. 
Therefore the evaluation of these systems became a necessity, and the present paper is 
a contribution to that aim.

2. Subjective procedures for the evaluation of coding 
systems

Objective procedures when evaluating coding systems fail, because there is a small 
correlation between the subjective/objective parameters. Objective parameters of 
a compressed signal are Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N), Mask-to-Noise ratio (M/N), 
Transmitted bandwidth, frequency, amplitude and phase of the signal, among others 
[3]. When trying to correlate these parameters with the subjective ones, as loudness, 
timbre, pitch and sound fullness among others, problems arise, because it does not 
exist a simple manner to relate these two sets. Besides this fact, objective evaluation 
systems are built on the same principles as the compression algorithms. They include 
the same psychoacoustic model, as the evaluated compression system, and the same 
time-to-frequency transformation. So they cannot perform a judgment in an upper level 
than the technologies which are to be evaluated. Subjective tests are therefore the only 
way how to achieve this measurement.
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3. Basic principles of compression algorithms

Compression algorithms mainly consist of three procedures. At the first of them, a 
time-to-frequency transform is applied on the particular frame of the signal. Having the 
spectrum of the signal (obtained either by FFT, or DCT [4]), masking curves are calculated 
and then the quantization noise can be allocated so to be masked. The signal to mask ratio 
will depend on the bit-resolution of the codec, the more bits we represent the signal, the 
more we will mask the quantization noise, and the less the original signal will be degraded.

A typical scheme of an audio compression scheme is presented in the Fig. 1

Pre –
processing

Psychoacoustic
Model

Time – to –
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Fig. 1. Perceptual audio compression scheme [5]

3.1. Artifact as a quality descriptor 

The evaluation of compression algorithms relies on the identification of some annoying 
elements on the compressed signal, referred by the audio-coding community as compres-
sion artifacts [6]. Due to (re)sampling and (re)quantization of the original PCM signal, 
quantization noise is introduced into the signal, and when this noise becomes audible, we 
call it „artifact“.

As a visual explanation of the “artifact” concept, let us observe the Figure No. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Visual description of image artifacts (Comparison between original-compressed signals) [7]
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As an analogy to image compression schemes, Figure 2, illustrates the idea of com-
pression artifacts. The nature of audio and image signals is different, therefore the com-
pression schemes for audio and image are also different; nevertheless they are based on 
the discarding of redundancy and irrelevance. One of the pictures is the original image, 
and the other is the compressed image with JPEG. In the compressed image, “blocki-
ness” in busy regions, loss of edge clarity and tone “fuzziness” arise due to compression.

4. Realization of a Subjective Test for the evaluation of codecs
Designing and implementing a set of tests, which output can be interpreted as the 

Quality of Service (QoS) of a given compression algorithm requires the fulfillment of 
determined features and parameters. Generally, the BS-1114-1 Recommendation [1] 
states the methodology, time duration, transducers and room specifications which 
most serve for this purpose. Nevertheless, the author of the present paper purposes 
an alternative method, which lead to more reliable results, without enhancing the test 
time duration.

4.1. Critical material

Codecs (or compression algorithms) can be applied on musical or speech signals. Musical 
and speech signals are signals which vary from stationary or quasi-stationary waveforms 
until sharp dynamic attacks. Typical musical signals which have a quasi-stationary character, 
and therefore can be well localized in frequency are tonal sounds as when playing a parti-
cular note during a few seconds from piccolo instrument. Vocals represent the analogy of 
this phenomenon for speech signals. Musical signals with strong attacks, are those from 
sharp dynamic changes in percussive instruments, castanets, sharp drum attacks, or even 
other types of instruments where loudness is suddenly decreased or increased, and at the 
same time (because of sharp signal changes during time) frequency coefficients suddenly 
appear and disappear in a period of time shorter than the frame length (in the case of 
MPEG 1- Layer 3, frame length is about 48 ms). [8]

Therefore, these two signal extremes (frequency-localized, and time-localized signals) 
have to be part of every test involving compression evaluation. State-of-the art codecs, 
either solve efficiently the first or the second type of signals, but implementations for a 
good resolution of the both are just arising. These implementations are so-called hybrid 
implementations, where the codec adapts to the type of signal running, and either applies 
FFT (when solving tonal-like signals) or chooses other transforms for solving transient-like 
signals.

Figure 1 shows consecutive arrangement of Fourier coefficients of a musical excerpt 
in a time interval less than 48 ms (time duration of MPEG frame). When these changes 
of coefficients are abrupt as the ones showed in the figure, codec resolution should be 
increased in order to avoid artifacts.

The table No.1 includes the final selection of ten musical excerpts which were chosen 
as critical material for the test based on the considerations named before.
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Tab. 1: Critical Test Material

Musical excerpt-Artist Description

Aleluja-Adash Choral formed by female singers 

Castanets Castanets and spanish guitar, Attack sound signal

Cardigans Excerpt from rock-pop music

Bell + Guitar Excerpt of a short interval bell immersed in a guitar playing track

Glockenspiel Excerpt where tonal and sharp attacks are combined

Glockenspiel 2 Excerpt where tonal and sharp attacks are combined

Harpsichord Excerpt where tonal and sharp attacks are combined

Violin Excerpt of tonal character

Mix Excerpt formed bell excerpt, guitar, 

Piano Excerpt where tonal and sharp attacks are combined

4.2. Psychometric methods applied

Three psychometric methods for the subjective evaluation of codecs were applied.

4.2.1. Constant method

Five levels of compression are performed to a musical excerpt, ranging from 64 kbit/s 
until 128 kbit/s. The observer listens to the sequence and he is asked to choose a point, 
in which the compression effect is no longer perceived, in order words, where there is no 
presence of artifact. This point is denoted as the limen. Figure 2 shows the basic arrange-
ment of this method. For stating the reliability and the validation of the method one-sided 
t-test is applied.

64 1281129680

yes nonoyes no

64 1281129680

yes nonoyes no

Fig. 1: Example of an evaluation during the Constant Method 

4.2.2. Pair comparison method

Based on the results of the previous method, two levels of compression for each codec 
are selected: the two levels which are placed in the limen neighborhood. A direct compari-
son between the two codecs is performed. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of this method. 
The Kendal coefficient and the coefficient of agreement are calculated for the validation.
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A B A BA B A B

Fig. 2. Example of an evaluation during the Pair Comparison method 

4.2.3. DBTS (Double-Blind Triple-Stimulus with hidden reference)

Based on the results of the previous methodology, one level of compression for each 
codec is selected. Then, the DBTS method is applied in the sense of the ITU-BS 1117-1 
Recommendation [1]. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of this method. For stating the reliability 
and the validation of the method, t-test and ANOVA (Analysis of Variances) is applied.

T1 T3T2

A BC AB C

T1 T3T2

A BC AB C

Fig. 3. Temporal organization in a sequence when evaluating by the DBTS psychometric method

4.3. Tested codecs, and other considerations about the test

The present test evaluates two coding technologies, MPEG-1 Layer III from the Fraun-
hoffer Institute, a codec supported by the program Cool Edit 2.1 Pro, and Ogg Vorbis 1.1.1, 
a free licensed codec, which can be downloaded from any home PC.

Time duration of the test does not exceed 25 minutes, which is a great advantage. It is 
the convenient time for the listener to keep the concentration for the present purpose. Time 
duration of each excerpt ranges from 7 seconds (in the case of the Castanets excerpt) to 
15 seconds. The minimal time duration of an excerpt is associated with the minimum time 
for the listener to build in the auditory pathway (ear-brains) a complete auditory event. By 
an auditory event we understand a complete representation of the musical scene which is 
presented, without the necessity of presenting the whole track. When the musical excerpt 
is of short time duration, the listener is not able to recognize the musical reality transmitted 
by the artist, and a vague representation is formed on the listener’s mind. Opposite to this, 
when the musical excerpt is of a very large time duration, the listener is not able to keep 
in memory the details of the first seconds of the excerpt, and therefore his evaluation will 
be only related to the last seconds which are stored in his mind.

5. Results and Discussion about the Results

The first method enables the calculation of the subjective limen, so an average value 
of the bit-rate/codec/excerpt combination will be the output of it. The second allows to 
identify an average preference of one codec above the another. The third method, the 
DBTS, allows to determine the codec transparency with respect to the original excerpt.
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6. Conclusions

Compression systems are based on principles that come from psychoacoustic theory 
(irrelevance of some components), and from principles of information theory (redundancy 
algorithms). Moreover, phenomena described in psychoacoustics arise because of phy-
siological principles. 

Objective procedures fail to evaluate audio coding systems because their schemes rely 
on the same psychoacoustic basis as the designed perceptual audio coders. Therefore, the 
suitable manner to evaluate these algorithms is with the use of subjective procedures, with 
the use of an adecuate population, and then to take a significant and reliable sample from 
this population. The subjective procedure consists on a test, designed with the appropriate 
psychometric method, length, and signal excerpts. Afterwards, descriptive statistics are 
used, such as average value, standard deviation, and statistical procedures in order to test 
the reliability and/or validity of the test are performed (such as t-test, ANOVA). 
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